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ABSTRACT

The extension of COVID-19 is now expanding globally almost 213 countries as per the data of World Health Organization (WHO) on 25 April 2020. There is brand new public health crises which is threatening the whole world as emergent condition and the spread of 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-covid) or as severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS COV-2). This covid-2019 is currently in focus since the starting of 2020 year. According to the data available this virus was originated in bird and bats species that are believed to behave as its natural hosts.
This disease was transmitted through inhalation or when you come in touch with an infected person's droplets. Its incubation duration is in between 2 days to 14 days with the usual symptoms for this disease are typically fever, cough, fatigue, breathlessness, sore throat. The disease remain mild in most the population; but in some (normally the elderly patients), it can cause serious consequences like pneumonia, multi organ disorder and acute respiratory misery syndrome (ARDS). Here lot many people remain asymptomatic disease for this. Now-a-days treatments which are being used are majorly supportive. Strict preventive measures are also being also followed includes domestic isolation of the suspected ones and people with mild symptoms and also strict disease spread control measures in hospitals like droplet precautions and avoiding touch with the diseased ones. This virus is spreading quicker than its last two ancestors that are, Middle East respiratory syndrome corona virus (MERS-CoV) and SARS-CoV, however its mortality rate is lower than both of them. The global effect of this virus is unpredictable till now.
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**INTRODUCTION:**

This 2019 novel corona virus (2019-nCoV) or severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) as it has named so far, unexpectedly spreading from its birthplace that is Wuhan City of Hubei Province in China to the rest of the arena. Since last few years, corona viruses were associated with tremendous disease outbreaks in Middle East and East Asia. The intense Middle East respiration syndromes (MERS) and acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) commenced to emerge in 2012 and 2002, respectively. In present this corona virus was emerged in 2019 which may additionally impose a global threat, given the currently going on epidemic not only in China but has speeded over number of other territories (1). Worldwide Health employees are presently making efforts to take care of this outbreak caused by novel Corona virus (at the beginning it was named as 2019-nCoV) firstly diagnosed in Wuhan City of Hubei Province in China, on 12 December 2019. Again on 11 February 2020, WHO (World Health Organization) made introduced to the world, generation of new member of corona virus family as CoV and associated sickness to be as “COVID-19”.
First group of patients was discovered to be 109 people somewhere linked to Wuhan South China Seafood Market in the Wuhan (2). Corona viruses is related to large family group of relatives of zoonotic viruses that gives illness starting from common cold and fever to intense respiratory problems. Those viruses which can be easily transmitted from the animals to human species called as zoonotic viruses. There are number of corona viruses were discovered, infecting and circulating in animal population but did not infect human species. COVID-19 is maximum latest to make leap to human infection. Common symptoms for COVID-19 disease are quite similar to inclusive respiratory problem symptoms include and common cold like shortness for breath, fever, dry cough, and mild or severe breathing difficulties. In most of the instances, this contamination can result into pneumonia, kidney failure, severe acute respiratory syndrome which can further lead to death. The infection is transmitting from diseased persons to healthy ones via droplets, which usually happens during sneezing or coughing (3).

As per World Health Organization (WHO), such viral illnesses keep on emerging and constitute a serious issue to public fitness in recent twenty years, numerous viral epidemics which include. Most currently, Middle East respiratory syndrome corona virus (MERS-CoV) was firstly diagnosed in 2012 in Saudi Arabia (4). Corona viruses are basically enveloped viruses with positive sense RNA with the diameter of 60 nm to 140 nm along with spike like outgrowths on the outer surface provides it a look like a crown, when it was observed with the help of electron microscope; therefore it was named as corona virus [5]. Four variety of corona that has already found in humans like HKU1, 229E, NL63 and OC43 and they all causes mild respiration diseases (6). The COVID-19 that has emerged as a severe threat not only for United States but for whole globe and which basically originated in China, speeded faster than it was expected. Because of its rapid spread and higher potential to infect large number of people this outbreak has been declared as a “worldwide health emergency” by WHO on January 31st, 2020. At present, we aren't able to successfully deal with COVID-19 due to the fact that neither approved specific antiviral drugs nor vaccines for treatment of human against CoV viruses has been invented (7-9). Very likely symptoms of COVID19 are headache fever, expectoration, cough, myalgia and dyspnea at the same time lesser common symptoms found were hemoptysis, shortness for breath and diarrhea (10). The updated data about the COVID-19 epidemic in China may additionally develop as severe epidemic or
maybe this virus can give serious loss to the world if timely actions will not taken with effective
treatment.(11)

**History**

Human corona viruses history of started from 1965 while Tyrrell and Bynoe determined that there is different type of virus found which was named B814. It discovered in the human embryonic tracheal organ cultures which were found in respiratory tract of some adult who was surfing with common cold. (12) In late 1960s, Tyrrell who was working as leading scientist of a team, this group was working with different animal viruses including, infectious mouse hepatitis virus, transmissible gastroenteritis virus and bronchitis virus, they almost looked similar morphologically under electron microscopy (13-14). Such new cluster of viruses further named as corona virus (here corona depicts the crown-like look because of its surface projections) and become later on officially as an established new genus in the world of viruses. (15) Four other corona viruses like NL63, HKU1, OC43 and 229E had been found in humans, and typically causes respiratory disorders. Few incidences have been taken in notice where these viruses transmitted from animals to humans and resulted into some serious problems. First such instance came into notice in between 2002–2003, while a new corona virus of this β genera and also with those originated in bats and carried forward to humans through some intermediate host like palm civet cats in China in the Guangdong province. This corona virus, exactly as SARS-CoV severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus which affected almost 8422 of human beings in Hong Kong and China and finally brought about 916 deaths (calculated mortality rate was 11%) [16]. Then in 2012 almost a decade later, (MERS-CoV) Middle East breathing syndrome corona virus, which was also originated in bat, found only in Saudi Arabia region in dromedary camels like as intermediate host and finally affected 2494 humans and also triggered 858 deaths (fatality mortality 34%) [17].

**ORIGIN AND SPREAD OF COVID-19**

At December 31 2019, the outbreak of COVID-19 was notified in China by WHO (World Health Organization). As a result on 1st January this sea food market of Wuhan has been closed by government. Then on 7th January that virus was also identified like a new virus as corona virus which was >95% similar to the gene structure of bat corona virus DNA and also > 70% homology
with SARS-CoV. Additionally Wuhan sea grocery store items were checked for Environmental samples for high quality, it has signified that the virus was originated from there [18]. On 11th January 2020 corona virus, first deadly case was identified. Chinese people large migration of Chinese people on the New Year alongside increased spread of this epidemic. More cases for corona were identified specially those people who were returning from china to international locations (Japan, South Korea, Thailand). It is now transmitted to those healthcare people, were taking care for patients were taken in account on 20th Jan, 2020. As a result by 23rd of January, eleven million of people of Wuhan were put into strict lock down along with the restrictions of any access or exit from that place. Very Soon lock down was expended to various cities of the Hubei province. All the cases of COVID-19 which were in outdoor countries from China were supposed to get the infection by human-to-human transmission although they had no travelling history to china directly [19].

Till 05 March 2020 total 96,000 cases were identified globally (8000 alone in China) also 87 different international locations and 1 international conveyance were determined [20]. The current conditions say that there is a possibility of COVID-19 epidemic will grow in China additionally intensely if strict measures for prevention and control will not be taken timely (21). In India, only 3 cases were reported till 2nd march 2020, has additionally visible a surprising spurt in instances. By five/3/2020, 29 and by 5th march 2020 total 29 cases were there from which maximum cases were present in Jaipur, Agra, and Delhi. These 29 cases were not only Italian travelers but also those who have come into their direct or indirect contacts. One case was determined in India who was returned after travelling from Vienna and except this, exposed a massive variety of youngsters and faculty in a birthday celebration at in a city resort. These many of contacts of were quarantined to check the spread further. These numbers of sufferers were in somewhere underestimated because of limitations of proper checking and surveillance. Though SARS-CoV-2 was basically originated from bats, the intermediary animal through which transmitted this disease this to humans is unsure. For corona snakes and Pangolins are the contemporary suspects (21).

Coronavirus in Human
Corona virus contamination in people is usually related to moderate to severe respiratory
diseases which can be identified through symptoms excessive like cough, severe inflammation,
fever, and internal organs disorder which will finally cause death (22). Immune response of a
person is also important to manipulate and avoid Corona virus. While, weak immune system,
will also contribute to disturbed immunopathology of a person and lead to imbalanced
pulmonary gas exchange. Understanding the relation among innate immune systems for host
and CoVs may increase our understanding about the process of how does this infection affects
lung and also cause inflammation (23). Basically SARS is severe viral respiration sickness
which was caused by unidentified animal corona virus which was originated in 'wet markets' in
southern China thereafter it was carried away to a human host, from where it was further transferred among humans too (24). SARS epidemic was reported in year of 2002-03 has
reached to 774 general of deaths (mortality rate 9.6%) (25). Then MERS was also a respiratory ailment that was firstly seen in Saudi Arabia in the year 2012. For MERS ailment fatality rate was around 35% near about (26).

Longest noted incubation time of 503 SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) is 14 days. For this reason, suspected people ware quarantined up to 14 days 504 to majorly avoid the chances of spread (27) ill now Bats are being considered as corona virus important natural host in both of cases like MERS-CoV 520 and SARS-CoV infections, while likely intermediate host in SARS-CoV and for MERS-CoV521 is Palm civet and Dromedary camel, respectively(28). For now Bats are being taken as an ancestral 522 hosts for each of the infection like MERS and SARS (103). Bats are also being considered as reservoir host for human species 523 for other varieties of corona viruses like HCoV-NL63 and HCoV-229E (29). In case of COVID-19, 524 two major possibilities are there for transmission number one; both MERS and SARS can be easily transmitted via intermediate 525 hosts like once from bats (30). In case of SARS epidemic it has been shown that SARS-CoV was originated from 527 natural reservoir hosts, bats and then later on it jumped to an intermediate host, civet and adapted changes 528 inside the new host for receptor-binding domain (RBD) which increased its binding towards civet ACE2. Now this civet529 adapted virus came into contact with humans and then transmitted among human species human to human transfer lead to an epidemic (29). Transmission can also take place 531 from reservoir host to the humans without any RBD adaptations. Bat corona virus this is 532
currently in many has recognized its exclusive feature like “poised” spike proteins which facilitate capability to infect without any need of adaptations or mutations (31). These findings are important in identifying the right opportunity about the interspecies transmission of SARS-CoV. Additionally SARS-like corona viruses have been identified in Chinese horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus sinicus) populations. In in vitro and also in vivo research it was tested that corona virus can be a serious threat and for re-emergence of SARS-CoV like diseases (31).

**Pathogenesis**

The serious signs or symptoms for COVID-19 are associated with an increasing numbers of patients especially in the epidemic location which is China. At January 22, 2020, China National Health Commission declared 17 deaths and then on date January 25, 2020 this number reached directly to 56 deaths. The percentage of loss of life a number was 2.84% out of 2684 cases of COVID-19 on date Jan 25, 2020 and maximum death were observed from 48 to 89 years [32]. Those patients, suffered from COVID-19 were confirmed with ordinary respiratory findings but increased leukocyte numbers and also increased levels of plasma seasoned-inflammatory cytokines. One more COVID-19 case was found with five days of fever along with heavy respiratory sounds of lungs, cough, and increased temperature of 39.0°C. Later on patient's sputum has confirmed only by test procedures like real-time polymerase chain reaction results that showed COVID-19 infection [33]. Primary pathogenesis for COVID-19 infection was mistaken to be pneumonia as respiratory system disorder. Remarkably increased blood levels of cytokines were determined in patients, suffering with COVID-19 that comprises IL1RA, IL1-β, IL7, IL10, IL9, IL8 basic FGF2, GCSF, IFNγ,IP10,GMCSF, MIP1α, MIP1β, MCP1, TNFα, PDGFB and VEGFA. Few cases that had been admitted to (ICU) intensive care unit they showed higher levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines comprises IL10, IL7, IL2, GCSF, MCP1, IP10, TNFα and MIP1α which were main culprits for the severity of the disease [34].

**Transmission**

Based at large variety of infected human beings, has been exposed to wet animal market in the Wuhan City wherein live animals are offered too, so there is a probability that is may be a origin
place for corona animal to human transfer. Further it was discovered that there were intermediate vendors or natural reservoir host from whom this infection would have spreader to the humans. Initial scientist has found out two species of the snakes that may be a responsible reservoir of COVID-19. Although till now, there is no strong evidence that corona virus resides except birds and mammals [35, 36]. After analysis of genomic sequences and comparison it was found that there is 88% similarity among COVID-19 and two bat-originated severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)-like corona viruses [37,38]. It indicates that mammals are hyperlink between COVID-19 and human beings.

Number of reviews also have suggested that human to human transmission most possible way for this disease to get transferred [39,40]. Person-to-man or woman transmission occurs usually either by direct touch or may be through droplets spread via sneezing or coughing from an already infected individual. There was no evidence that there's transmission from mom to child in a women in her third trimester who were showed to be infected with corona virus. But, all those pregnant mothers who have been through cesarean sections only, so it is hard to say whether transmission can occur with vaginal birth or not. First step of the viral infection is binding of receptor expressed via host cells by fusion with cell membrane. primary target for the virus are Lung epithelial cells SARS-CoV human-to-human transmissions takes place via the binding among receptor-mobile receptor and binding domain of virus spikes which were identified as the angiotensin-changing enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors [41,42].

Prevention, Control and Management:

The first step is to assure quarantine (discussed later) to save you from transmission from different contacts, also patients and healthcare people too. The standard concepts were like, taking required nutrients and remaining hydrated and controlling cough and fever. Suggestions as per Chinese is low dose corticosteroids within brief time of period remedy in COVID-19 ARDS [43,44]. Detailed suggestions and special care tips to be taken has already been published by WHO for COVID-19 [45]. Till now, there is no authorized treatment available for COVID-19. When it is compared with China’s condition in 2002, when it suffering with a SARS outbreak, there were more of political openness while reporting for COVID-19 outbreak. They also have made gene sequencing of COVID-19 and did share it globally (46). Chances of COVID-19 to
cause nosocomial infections are high and for this reason manipulate and preventive measures are mandatory to be taken (47). Following the epidemic, a temporary kind of ban was imposed on wildlife exchange also keeping in mind that possibly they can transfer SARS-CoV-2/COVID19 (48). To control the spillover of corona virus it is necessary to take bold steps like controlling the exchange of animals between countries (49).

Human-to-human transmission of SARS-CoV-2 not only takes place by direct contact but also by droplets. Because of this, the first line health workers need to take extra preventive measures like PPE (personal protective equipment) for infection control (50). Their mental fitness is need to be taken care of delicately in COVID-19 as such kind of environment can seriously affect their concentration, selection-making capacity and interest. Therefore, for better management of COVID-19 outbreak, important steps are being taken for preference of mental fitness of the clinical workers (51) As the animals present in wet market can be an easy intermediate host for SARS-CoV-2. Government has taken mandatory steps for prevention measures and emergency control. They already have established a hospital for the treatment of suspected and infected ones and many more such steps are being taken to decrease the possibilities of continuous spread through infected population (52). In addition to isolation and quarantine of infected ones effective techniques are also being adapted for better testing for SARS-CoV 2/COVID-19. To decrease the probabilities of further spread of this epidemic strict preventive and control measures has been adapted. (53) In Chinese cities, major movement activities are being control because of COVID-19 epidemic (54). Therefore, efficient health workers can play a major role here. Medical doctor who warned first about this virus has died unfortunately. It is very important to give good protection to the healthcare workers if uninterrupted services are expected from them and continuously effective treatment is required [55, 56]

**Virus Isolation**

For virus isolation Special-pathogen-free human airway epithelial (HAE) cells were used. Briefly, from the patients broncho-alveolar lavage fluids or throat swabs were inoculated into the HAE cells through the apical surfaces. In an air–liquid interface HAE cells were maintained and incubated at 37°C. For cytopathic effects, the cells were monitored daily by light microscopy
and the cell supernatants were collected for use in quantitative RT-PCR assays. Apical samples were collected after three passages, for sequencing. [57]

**Therapy so far:**

**Chloroquine and Hydroxychloroquine:**

Two medicines that have been used for many decades to treat malaria and autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis and lupus are hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine[58]. Coronaviruses are single-stranded RNA viruses that encode four enzymes that are important to the cycle of viral life. Via an interaction of a viral spike glycoprotein and a receptor-ACE2 for SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 they invade mammalian cells. These drugs function by inhibiting viral ACE-2 glycosylation or quinone reductase inhibition, reducing viral sialic acid synthesis. [59-60] To the FDA for emergency purposes only. For its antiviral ability against SARS-CoV-induced cytopathicity in Vero E6 cell culture, chloroquine phosphate. Results show that chloroquine IC50 for antiviral activity (8.8 +/- 1.2 microM) was significantly lower than its cytostatic activity; CC50 (261.3 +/- 14.5 microM) was significantly lower, resulting in a selectivity index of 30. In the prevention and treatment of SARS-CoV infections, chloroquine, an old antimalarial medication, may be considered for immediate use. [61] It is only authorised for emergency purposes by the FDA.

**Drugs in clinical trials are:**

As per report of WHO (excess on 5 April), Treatment option under study

a) Remdesivir was previously tested as an Ebola treatment.

b) For treatment of HIV Lopinavir /Ritonavir is a licensed.

c) To treat multiple sclerosis Interferon beta-1a is used.

d) To treat malaria and rheumatology conditions respectively, Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine are very closely related and used.
Chloroquine:Used as a preventative medicine for COVID-19 treatment. Clinical condition is 10000 participants in a prophylaxis study for COVID-19. [62]

Hydroxychloroquine: The drug is used as mono-therapy for treatment for hospitalized COVID-19 patients. [63]

**Combination of Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin:** For this open-label, randomized Controlled trial of Hydroxychloroquine and Azytromicyn will conducted for COVID-19 patients which are not in critical condition and are hospitalized due to infection. In a recent trial, for COVID-19 treatment treated with hydroxychloroquine in combination with the macrolide antibiotic azithromycin were virologically cured comparing with 57.1% in patients treated with hydroxychloroquine alone, and 12.5% in the control group [63]

**Combination of Hydroxychloroquine Sulfate and azithromycin:** This is exploratory, open label, multi-center study for the evaluation of efficacy of drug to treat moderate to severe COVID-19 pneumonia Caused by SARS-CoV-2 Virus [64]

**Remdesivir:** The study is evaluate the safety and efficacy drug for hospitalized COVID-19 adults’ diagnosed positive. This is a multicenter trial across 75 sites globally. Study started on February 21, 2020. [65]

**Camostat Mesilate:** This is Serine protease inhibitor, blocks TMPRSS-2 mediated cell entry of SARS-CoV-2. This is Randomized, Quadruple means consists of Participant, Care Provider, Investigator and Outcomes Assessor and Placebo-controlled study. Study firstly submitted on March 23, 2020. Clinical status as evaluate by the 7-point ordinal scale at day 7, 14 and 30, which means unsightly, no limitations on activities.[66]

**Ivermectine:** A recent study found the promising *in-vitro* activity of Ivermectine (FDA-approved anti-parasitic) with the $IC_{50}= 2\mu M$ for COVID- 19 and the duration of cell load inhibition was found 48 hr [67].

**Conclusion:**
WHO declared a health emergency in the world from the deadly virus COVID-19, which came up with an extra ordinary challenge for the entire human race. He current approaches lead us to
some of the previously approved FDA drugs, which are showing results against COVID-19. It will be very crucial for upcoming days related to the clinical studies. The need of COVID-19 drug is the most urgent in the current scenario. Hope this in-vitro and initial phase study of the drug will an asset for the human kind.
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**Abbreviations:**

**WHO**: World Health Organization  
**FDA**: Food and drug administration  
**COVID-19**: Coronavirus disease 2019  
**SARS**: Serious acute respiratory syndrome  
**HCV**: Human coronavirus  
**ACE2**: Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2  
**CRFK**: Crandell-Reese Feline kidney cells  
**FIPV**: Feline infectious peritonitis virus  
**CHIKV**: Chikungunya virus
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